
HEALTH  2nd QUARTER 2016 

 

 

APRIL 

 

4/05  – EMERALD CASHEWS RECALLED LEAD– TRT 0:20 

Two companies have issued recalls because there may be glass inside their products. 

 

4/6– San Diego Flu Cases – TRT: 0:25 

According to the county’s Health and Human Services Agency, four more people have 

died from the flu, bringing this season’s total to 60, which is less than previous years. 

 

4/10 – SD UGLY DOG CONTEST – 30 

There was a so-called “ugly dog” contest in Del Mar, to raise money for local charities, 

including Rady Children’s Hospital. We showed people some of the dogs, and explained 

the prizes. 

 

4/11– New California birth control law – TRT 0:20 

Women can now get birth control without a prescription. California became the third 

state to pass the law. Pharmacies can now give the pill out without needing a doctor's 

approval. 

 

4/12– Effects of climate change on your health -TRT - 3:30 

In your health headlines, the air in Southern California is cleaner now than it was 20 

years ago which may be helping our kids breathe easier.  

 

4/13 – City Heights Free Mammograms – :30 

Ran a fullscreen graphic alerting the public to a free breast cancer screening event for 

low-income households in the City Heights community of San Diego. 

 

4/18– Hand dryers dirtier than wipes – TRT :16 

Using a paper towel may be the cleanest way to dry your hands. 

 

4/20- Boy Bitten By Rattlesnake Family Speaks – TRT: 1:35 

A 3-year-old boy has a long road to recovery after he was bitten by a rattlesnake in the 

East County.  

 

 



4/20—Drugs and Dementia—TRT 0:25 

How drugs can affect your memory later in life. 

 

4/20– County West Nile Prevention – 1:30 

West Nile Virus season is back, and San Diego County health officials are warning 

everyone about the dangers. 

 

MAY 

 

5/04 – Frozen Veggies and Fruit Recall Expanded – TRT 0:18 

More frozen vegetables are being recalled. It includes more than 42-different brands 

and could be bought at popular stores like Costco and Trader Joe’s. 

5/13– Cars are hurting your eyes – TRT :16 

Car door windows may be bad for your skin and eyes. 

 

5/14– CORONADO MAKE A WISH GRANTED – :51 

Make-A-Wish benefit event held in Coronado. Among the attendees was a local San 

Diego brother and sister who both have cystic fibrosis. Teams competed in a series of 

events modeled after the T.V. show “Amazing Race.”  

 

5/15 – MISSION BEACH SAND RESCUE – 2:00 

Lifeguards had to rescue a tourist who got stuck in the sand. He was with a group of 

people who were digging large holes.  

 

5/17—Healthier Ways to Cook Veggies—TRT 1:25 

Different ways to cook vegetables that can give your body more vitamins.  

 

5/17– Leg Vein treatments -TRT - 3:30 

In your health headlines, summer is right around the corner, which means shorts 

weather and swimsuit season is basically here. And no one likes those unsightly spider 

veins or bulging, discolored ones either but it’s estimated 30 to 60 percent of adults deal 

with it.  

 

5/18 – Fittest Cities – TRT: 0:30 

According to the American Fitness Index, San Diego is the tenth fittest city in the U.S., 

down from third last year due to changes in exercise patterns, obesity rates, and other 

health factors. 

 



5/18 – Tick Season Warning – 3:00 

In-studio interview with Dr. Sabrina Fabi about the risks of ticks as the weather warms 

up and how to spot a tick bite and treat it. 

 

5/19– Chula Vista Teen Flesh Eating Bacteria – TRT: 1:41 

Eight months ago, doctors amputated the leg of a 14-year-old boy who contracted a 

rare flesh eating bacteria. He’s made a miraculous recovery, and is even walking again. 

 

5/19 – Medical tests you don’t need– :2:20 

Medical tests are costly, time-consuming and sometimes risky. 

 

JUNE 

 

6/01- Rocky Allen HIV: 2:05 

New blood tests reveal the former Scripps Health surgical tech, accused of swapping 

syringes at a hospital in Denver, has tested positive for HIV. So Far no patients have 

tested positive, but the announcement is raising a lot of questions. 

 

6/03 – Sage Canyon Students Sick – TRT :22 

Students at an elementary school in Carmel Valley are sick again-- after a virus spread 

through campus. 

 

6/04 -  MUHAMMAD ALI KEN NORTHON SAN DIEGO FIGHT – 2:00 

In the wake of Muhammad Ali’s death, we spoke with a local sports columnist who was 

at the Sports Arena Ali fight back in the 1970’s. 

 

6/8 – Hostess Recall – TRT 0:25 

The company recalled a number of snacks over incorrect labels. 

 

6/13– Synthetic Drug Use – TRT: 0:30 

New numbers out today show more people in the San Diego area are using synthetic 

marijuana, with the city reporting a sharp rise in 911 calls related to synthetic drugs over 

the past six months. 

 

6/14– Computer vision syndrome -TRT - 3:30 

Most of us spend a lot of our day staring at a computer or looking at our phones and 

you may have noticed this putting a real strain on your eyes. There’s a name for that. 

It’s called computer vision syndrome or digital eye strain.  

 



6/20 – Encinitas Yoga Debate – 1:30 

Jaime Chambers provided live coverage of the debate about spending on yoga as a 

physical education option for elementary school children. 

 

6/25–New link between stress and cancer– TRT 0:20 

Scientists in Australia say stress can aid cancer in spreading six times faster. 

 

6/26 – TASTE OF ADAMS AVE. – :40 

Thousands of people flooded the streets to taste the best of what restaurants have to 

officer in normal heights for the annual taste of Adams avenue. 

 

 

 


